Westwood Academy.
Home learning Week commencing: 18/01/21 (Week 3)
Morning zoom session 9:00am
Meeting ID: 797 0335 6191
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/79703356191?pwd=dFdsQkFsRWE4VUQzWkI3bmRXZkF0dz09
Password: 8ScMk5

Monday

Literacy – story writing.
Spellings on Purple Mash

Numeracy – Multiplication and Division
Written Methods

Other

WALT: write a wishing tale.

WALT: use written methods of multiplication.

P.E.

https://www.talk4writing.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Y4-Unit.pdf

https://vimeo.com/491687378

We are going to be using the above link again for
this week’s work.
Today you are going to write the first half of your
new wishing tale.

Activity:
Use the above link to access today’s learning.
There is a video to watch and a worksheet in your pack
to complete throughout the video and finish at the end.

Use the worksheet ’5 minute challenget’ and have a
go at the activities.
Theory:
The need for sleep.

It is a recap of using written methods for multiplication.
Last week you planned a new story using the boxing
up method we use ion class. This should make it easier
for you to write your story.
If you follow the instructions on the website you should
have a great story that has 6 sections (or
paragraphs).
Look at the section that starts ‘Write your story’.
It will guide you through the process section by
section.
Today you will write the first 3 sections.
First section – to introduce the main character.
Second section – to introduce your new character that
you created last week.
Third section – the main character is granted a wish.
You should check your writing using the Success
Criteria below:

It carries on with our learning from last week where we
looked at efficient methods of multiplication.

Look at the power point attached with the resources
and have a go at the tasks it asks you to do..
It’s all about the importance of getting the right
amount of sleep and how it affects your body.
When you get to the end of the powerpoint, choose
an activity to do from the last slide.
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One Star - write 3 paragraphs (sections)
Use full stops and capital letters
Use adjectives for detail
Two Star - write 3 paragraphs (sections)
Use full stops and capital letters
Use adjectives for detail
Use fronted adverbials (Every day/Later
that day/The next day)
Three Star - write 3 paragraphs (sections)
Use full stops and capital letters
Use adjectives for detail
Use fronted adverbials (Every day/Later
that day/The next day)
Add commas after fronted adverbials
MAKE SURE YOU CHECK YOUR SPELLINGS !

Tuesday

WALT: write a wishing tale.
https://www.talk4writing.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Y4-Unit.pdf
We are going to be using the above link again for
this week’s work.
Today you are going to finish writing your new
wishing tale.
Yesterday you wrote the first 3 sections. Today you
should continue to follow the instructions on the
website and you should end up with a great story that
has 6 sections (or paragraphs).
Carry on from where you finished yesterday.
It will guide you through the rest of the process section
by section.
Fourth section – Main character thinks about what
their family and friends need.
Fifth section – Main character returns and asks for
wish.

WALT: use efficient written methods of multiplication.

FRENCH

Today is the day you practise your written multiplication
skills.
You should look at the questions and the method that you
need to use. If you need to recap anything watch the
video from yesterday again.

WALT: say the names of some animals in French.

There are worksheets (these are the same as the ones we
usually do so you know what to do!)
1 star is questions 1- 4
2 star is 5 – 8
3 star is 9 – 10
You can choose your challenge and there are answers
for parents at the end.
Remember to show your calculations if you need to.
If you complete 3 questions quickly either try the next
star up or complete the next 3 (1b, 2b, 3b etc)

https://www.languageangels.com/homeschool/home
Use the above link to access the home school section
of Language Angels. We use this in school but you
need to login, the details are:
Westwo4101
Password – lahome
Once you have logged in go to
ENTRY LEVEL CHALLENGE
Unit 7 Les Animaux (Animals)
Last week you completed the first 3 lessons and
learnt the names of 10 animals in French.
Today you should carry on and complete lessons 4
and 5.
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Sixth section – The wish comes true. Describe how the
main character’s life has changed.
You should check your writing again using the Success
Criteria below:
One Star - write 3 paragraphs (sections)
Use full stops and capital letters
Use adjectives for detail
Two Star - write 3 paragraphs (sections)
Use full stops and capital letters
Use adjectives for detail
Use fronted adverbials (Every day/Later
that day/The next day)
Three Star - write 3 paragraphs (sections)
Use full stops and capital letters
Use adjectives for detail
Use fronted adverbials (Every day/Later
that day/The next day)
Add commas after fronted adverbials

SPELLINGS – Purple Mash 2Do task

Wednesday

WALT: make a story book.
https://www.talk4writing.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Y4-Unit.pdf
Yesterday you completed your story – well done.
If possible please ask someone to take a photo of it
and email it to me so that I can read you work and
see how you got on.
Today you are going to publish your work and turn it
into a book!
Using the instructions that are on the website (at the
end of yesterday’s work) make a booklet that you
can use to write your story in.

WALT: apply our reasoning skills.

ART

This is the day to apply what you have been learning
and practise your reasoning skills.

WALT: create an Aboriginal wildlife painting.

There are worksheets (these are the same as the ones we
usually do so you know what to do!)
You can choose your challenge and there are answers
for parents at the end.

Think about the art we did in class when you created
a journey in the style of an Aboriginal picture using
lines, shapes and dots.
Click on this link:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/ztn34wx

1 star is questions 1-3
2 star is 4-6
3 star is 7-9
If you complete 3 questions quickly either try the next
star up or complete the next 3 (1b, 2b, 3b etc)

The video shows you how Aboriginal people draw
animals and wildlife.
After you’ve watched it have ago at drawing and
painting some animals to create an Aboriginal
inspired wildlife picture.
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This is just like doing a ‘top’ copy in class so neatest
presentation and handwriting!
You could include some illustrations or, if you’d rather,
you could even turn the story into a comic book !
Don’t rush it – you can do half today and finish it
tomorrow.

Thursday

WALT: make a story book.

WALT: use ten times greater for known times tables.

Science/ Geography

Today you can finish writing your book from
yesterday.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/usingten-times-greater-for-known-times-tables-c4t68e

How are organisms adapted to hot environments?

Once you have finished go back to the website for
the last time and complete the final activity. Tell me
what you really enjoyed and how it helped your
learning, email it to me so I can see what you thought.

Use the above link to watch a video lesson about using
ten times greater for known times tables.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/howare-organisms-adapted-to-hot-environments-c8vk0c

There is a NEXT button on the right hand side of the
screen, use this to access the video, worksheet and final
quiz.

This lesson follows on from last Friday where you
learnt about how animals adapt to help them survive
in different habitats.

SPELLINGS – Purple Mash 2Do task

In this lesson, you will learn the conditions that are
present in desert environments. We will look at a
range of adaptations in desert plants and animals.
We will look specifically at cacti, camels, kangaroo
rats and fennec foxes.
For this lesson, you will need a piece of paper, a
pencil, a ruler and you might want to use colouring
pencils.
Use the link above to access the lesson, remember
the buttons on the screen help you access the video
and any worksheets or quizzes that you need.
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Friday

Geography

WALT: recall multiplication and division facts.

11:30
YEAR 4 END OF THE WEEK QUIZ.

Which countries are in South America?
What physical features can we find in South
America?

This is times tables practise day – there are 2 activities.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/recallingmultiplication-and-division-facts-cmwk0d

Zoom details for this are:

In this lesson you will recap your knowledge of the
seven continents of the world, then you will zoom into
the continent of South America.
We will name and locate the countries of South
America and then look at some of the physical
geographical features we can find on the continent.
We can then compare these to the area of the UK
where we live!

Activity 1
Use the above link to watch a video lesson about
recalling multiplication and division facts.

Meeting ID: 760 4541 8122

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/whichcountries-are-in-south-america-what-physicalfeatures-can-we-find-in-south-america-crw3gr

There is a NEXT button on the right hand side of the
screen, use this to access the video, worksheet and final
quiz.
Activity 2
Look at the ultimate times tables sheet from last Friday –
how did you get on?
Which ones were tricky?

Use the link above to access the lesson, remember the
buttons on the screen help you access the video and
any worksheets or quizzes that you need.

If you completed the challenge and you are confident
have another go and see if you can beat your score or
time.
If there are some tables you are unsure of practise them
– you could try using one of the following to help:
Mymaths
TT Rockstars
Purple Mash
Or you could practise by filling in the blank times tables
square in the learning pack – just like we do in class.

Password: erXj1v
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Hello. I hope you and your family are continuing to stay well. These are the ‘home-learning’ activities for this week. I hope they are easy to
follow and you are able to access the activities I have attached, please let me know if there are any problems or any questions you might need
answering. If you are unable to print any worksheets please don’t worry, I have tried to ensure that this is not necessary and answers/ work
can be written on plain paper.
I can be contacted via the email address
Year4@westwoodacademy.org
There will be a Zoom meeting every morning at 9:00 – the details for this are at the top of this document.
This is to discuss the activities set for the day and to ensure the children understand the work for the day’s learning, also to answer any
questions they might have. There will also be a Zoom call on a Friday at 11:30, just to catch up before the weekend and I shall be providing a
quiz for the children to take part in and earn some housepoints! Details are on Fridays section of the plan.
I will be available for the rest of the day via email to answer any other questions that may arise.
It would be lovely to hear how the children are getting on and see some of the work they are doing. I shall miss them again !!

Happy learning and stay safe.
Mrs Dench xx

